
THE CONSPIRACY
BELIEFS LEADING
PEOPLE TO LEAK
Just weeks before he provided someone he
believed to be a Russian official medical
records from five people who had received
medical care at Fort Bragg, Jamie Lee Henry told
the undercover FBI employee he was speaking to
that the Biden Administration hates Russia, in
part, because Obama is an effeminate man
intimidated by Vladimir Putin. (Henry came out
as trans in 2015, but court filings, including
from his own lawyer, refer to him with male
pronouns, as did his spouse, Anna Gabrielian, in
recorded conversations.)

Dr. Henry: We have an ideology too that
is very rigid, black and white – a lot
of Islamists are, and Christians as well
– it creates a lot of violence, and
potential violence. And um, you know the
way that I am viewing what is going on
right now in Ukraine is that the United
States is using Ukrainians as a proxy
for their own hatred towards Russia. I
think the current administration has
hatred toward Russia because Hillary
Clinton lost in 2016 and I think Obama
was offended by Putin because Obama is
an effeminate man and he is intimidated
by the values that Putin has just as
many Americans are offended by Trump
when he presents himself um and I think
it is personality driven partly and a
lot of people are dying as a result of
people’s arrogance and personality.

Dr. Gabrielian: A lot more people died
than needed to. Because of what we…. Um,
America has done is prolong the
bloodbath.

Dr. Henry: Not only that, you look at
what we have done in Libya for instance.
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Hillary Clinton is very proud of what
she has accomplished in Libya which is
basically creating anarchy, there is
slave trades going on in Libya now. Talk
about oil being wasted. Oil being used
to support terrorism. It is insane. And
she is proud of it. And it is uh . . .

Dr. Gabrielian: I do think we are on the
same page

Dr. Henry: At least George W Bush in his
recent speech in Texas he had this
Freudian slip – “oh and that too”– you
know UC: yeah, I heard that too Dr.
Henry: It’s like he actually feels
guilt. I don’t think Dick Cheney feels
any guilt for what he has done. It is
very clear from his daughter when given
a chance.

Lawyers for Henry and his spouse, Gabrielian,
want to prevent the government from introducing
these statements at trial.

To be sure, Henry’s statements to the FBI
employee recording his alleged motivations for
sharing non-public information with Russia
included more than stupid hoaxes sustained by
right wingers. He’s right about Hillary’s stupid
glee about Libya, and he’s right about Iraq. His
views on the damage US hegemony can do on the
states itself is reasonable (though it lacks the
consequent consideration of how much America’s
hegemonic position makes American life cheap and
easy).

I think the United States… My
experience, having been in the military
for 22 years, is we instigate a lot. And
we are very arrogant and what we think
we know and what we can do with the
tools that we have. You know, and it has
hurt many, many people across the globe.
And I don’t see how constitutionally,
you know, reading the American
constitution and what I’ve sworn to



defend, how this hegemony can persist,
you know, without dire consequences to
our own United States, you know, being
suffering.

But as many self-imagined anti-imperialists have
— and likely with the help of his spouse, who
(Henry told the undercover FBI agent) had had
him read Victor Suvorov’s Inside the Aquarium:
The Making of a Top Soviet Spy — Henry adopted
facially ridiculous claims to justify siding
with Russia on its unjustified invasion of
Ukraine.

A separate motion from the government, seeking
to prevent an entrapment defense, provides far
more details on the extent to which Gabrielian,
especially, sought out the contact with the
person she believed to be a representative of
Russia who told her, “My job is to collect
information and to pass it on.” If the portrayal
of those recordings is accurate, the government
likely won’t need the reference to Obama’s
imagined effeminacy.

While we don’t yet have Jack Teixeira’s
description of his motivation for throwing his
life away so he could share classified documents
with a bunch of Discord kids, we’re seeing an
increasing number of people, possibly including
Jareh Dalke (who was arrested the same day as
Gabrielian and Henry) decide to leak based on
conspiracy theories sown by Trump and others.

That’s not surprising. After all, 1,000 people
and counting similarly threw their lives away in
response to other conspiracy theories Trump
told, conspiracy theories that are, at least,
adjacent to the ones claiming that the anger at
Russia for 2016 was entirely about Hillary
losing the election and not about an effort to
protect democracy.

But as the government grapples with the case of
Teixeira, it needs to similarly grapple with the
salience that conspiracy theories fed by Russia
have had on at least a handful of alleged
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leakers.


